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Installing full air medical and law enforcement kits,
components, and avionics packages to specification.

Installing law enforcement support packages
and providing routine to complete refurbishment services.

Eurocopter EC145

Law Enforcement Completions

M

etro Aviation is the world’s
foremost completion
center for the EC145.
Our team designs and builds
assemblies that match perfectly
to your mission requirements. A
true utility aircraft, the EC145 can
be equipped with utility seats
and a TFO station. Additionally,
with its greater lifting ability, the
EC145 is the ideal aircraft for hoist
operations and fast rope kits. The
aircraft is installed with the latest,
fully-featured Single Pilot IFR Kit.

S

ome of the most complex completions undertaken by
Metro Aviation are performed for our law enforcement
customers. Each agency’s completion comes with its
own specific needs and requirements. While some agency’s
aircraft are strictly law enforcement, others are also used
for search and rescue, fire fighting and EMS operations
that require the customer to quickly shift from one mission
requirement to another.
Each completion begins with a work scope meeting, where
customers tell us their exact needs, and we share how we can
meet those needs and exceed requirements. Our experience
with manufacturing and certifying products allows us to
design, fabricate and install unique, custom-made equipment
such as consoles and tactical flight officer stations. To
ensure customers get the exact completion needed for
their operation, our engineers create full-scale mock ups
of instrument panels and cabins so air crew members can
see how their aircraft will actually be configured and make
modifications before the completion begins.
Metro Aviation is in the unique position of not only
performing aircraft completions, but also operating
more than 90 aircraft across the country. In doing so, we
understand the needs of air crews operating in remote
locations, at night and under adverse conditions. Our
reputation of attention to even the smallest details and
complete customer satisfaction is what sets us apart in the
industry.
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Eurocopter AS350

Eurocopter EC135

T

T

he AS350 is the standard in law enforcement
aircraft, operated by local, state, county
and federal agencies, with the versatility
to be customized for multiple missions by the
end user. Aircraft can be outfitted for long line
operations, hoist operations, aerial shooting and
other customer-specified operations. Two examples
of customization offered to the end user by Metro
Aviation include custom-built gun racks and a lefthand baggage avionics bay to further optimize the
aircraft to meet the end user’s operational needs.
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he quieter, twin engine EC135 is ideal
for patrol operations with room to
comfortably seat a three-man crew.
The aircraft offers the end user versatility and
flexibility to customize according to their
operational needs. The EC135 is installed with the
latest, fully-featured Single Pilot IFR Kit, as well as
available STC’d digital audio for communications.
Aircraft also can be installed with an newly
available rear-mount Nightsun Searchlight.
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